
 

SHRI S. M. HEMROM: IS the publicity 
campaign confined only to community 
project areas? 

SHRI G. RAJAGOPALAN: No, Sir. 

SHRIMATI MAYA DEVI CHETTRY: May 
I know, Sir, the languages in which the films 
are produced or are under production to 
popularise the Five Year Plan? 

SHRI G. RAJAGOPALAN: The films are 
at present produced in Hindi, Bengali, Tamil 
and Telugu in addition to English. And as 
soon as we get the necessary staff, we 
propose producing them in Malayalam, 
Marathi, Punjabi, Oriya, Gujrati, Assamese, 
Kannada and Kashmiri. 

SHRI B. GUPTA: Does the shooting of the 
students constitute a part of the 
popularisation programme of the Five Year 
Plan? 

MR. CHAIRMAN:  Order, order. 

RADIO  STATION AT  INDORE 

*142. SHRI V. S. SARWATE: Will the 
Minister for INFORMATION AND BROAD-
CASTING be pleased to state whether 
Government propose to open a radio station 
at Indore; and if so, when? 

THE PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY 
TO THE MINISTER FOR INFORMATION 
AND BROADCASTING (SHRI G. 
RAJAGOPALAN): Yes, Sir. The preliminary 
work has already been started and it is 
expected to be completed by the end of 1954-
55. 

SHRI V. S. SARWATE: Has the building 
at Indore been got possession of by the 
Government? 

SHRI G. RAJAGOPALAN: Sir, we have 
got the studio building in Malwa House. And 
as for the site for the location of the 
transmitter, the Madhya Sharat Government 
have been approached to acquire the land 
under section 17 of the Land Acquisition 
Act. 

SHRI V. S. SARWATE: Has the 
transmitter reached Indore? 

SHRI G. RAJAGOPALAN: I require 
notice. 

SHRI K. SUR YANARAYANA: Is there 
any proposal to start a radio station at 
Kurnool? 

SHRI G. RAJAGOPALAN: It does not 
arise from this question. 

SHRI V. S. SARWATE: What are the 
difficulties in the way of the whole thing? 

SHRI G. RAJAGOPALAN: Preliminary 
work is under progress, and land has got to 
be acquired and the Madhya Bharat 
Government has to be moved Li the matter. 
And as for the studio, the studio building is 
getting ready. 

INDIANS IN SUDAN 

*143. SHRI SARDAR SINGH: Will the 
PRIME MINISTER be pleased to state : 

(a) what is the number of Indians 
residing in Sudan; and 

(b) what arrangements Government have 
made for the protection of their interests in 
that country? 

THE PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY 
TO THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRIMATI 
LAKSHMI MENON): (a) About 1,400. 

(b) Our Consul General in Alexandria who 
is also Indian Trade Commissioner for the 
Sudan looks after the commercial interests of 
Indian traders in that country. 

SHRI SARDAR SINGH: In view of the 
new set-up in the Sudan, may I know, Sir, if 
the Government is considering having direct 
representation there? 

SHRIMATI LAKSHMI MENON: Sir, our 
Ambassador in Egypt ha% visited Sudan 
after the completion of general elections in 
that country, and negotiations are going on 
with regard 
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to the appointment of a Trade Commissioner 
in Khartoum. The agreement of the Sudan 
Government on this proposal has not yet 
been received. 

SHRI SARDAR SINGH: May I know, Sir, 
the amount of remittance which has been 
sent by the residents back to India? 

SHRIMATI LAKSHMI MENON: I require 
notice. 

SHRI H. D. RAJAH: May I know if our 
Ambassador in Egypt is also our Ambassador 
in Sudan? 

(No reply.) 

INDIANS IN  SHEIKDOMS ON THE PERSIAN 
GULF AND ARABIAN SEA COAST 

*144. SHRI SARDAR SINGH: Will the 
PRIME MINISTER be pleased to state: 

(a) what is the number of Indians 
residing in the different Sheikdoms on the 
Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea Coast; and 

(b) whether Government have diplomatic 
relations with those Sheikdoms? 

THE PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY 
TO THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRIMATI 
LAKSHMI: MENON) : (a) There are about six 
thousand Indians residing in the Persian Gulf 
area. No information is available about the 
Arabian Sea Coast Sheikdoms. 

(b) There is no representative of India in 
the Persian Gulf. A senior officer of the 
Indian Legation, Baghdad, has, however been 
paying periodical visits to these Sheikdoms 
since 1950 to look after the interests of 
Indians there. 
• 

SHRI SARDAR SINGH: Is the Gov-
ernment considering any proposal to have 
direct representation in the Sheikdoms to 
establish direct contact? 

SHRIMATI LAKSHMI MENON: Sir, the 
proposal for opening an Indian consular 
office, i.e., trade agency, in these areas has 
been under consideration since 1949. There is 
also a proposal to enter into political relations 
with the Sheikdoms at Muscat. 

SHRI SARDAR SINGH: I am not quite 
clear as to the answer given. The hon. 
Parliamentary Secretary said that a certain 
proposal had been under consideration since 
1949, but what has happened to that 
proposal? Too many Sheiks? 

SHRIMATI LAKSHMI MENON: We are 
opening consular office at Muscat, and we 
cannot have any political relations unless we 
have a special treaty with them. 

SHRI SARDAR SINGH: Is the Gov-
ernment aware of the fact that there are 
proposals to establish two federations of the 
Sheikdoms? 

SHRI JAWAHARLAL NEHRU: All kinds 
of proposals are made from time to time, but 
so far as we know, nothing has yet taken any 
shape. We have proposals to establish 
diplomatic relations in most countries where 
we haven't got them. Well, it is a question of 
priority. If we consider it urgently necessary, 
we do it; otherwise we postpone it. At present 
the proposal which we have practically 
agreed to is to have a Consulate at Muscat. 

SHRIMATI VIOLET ALVA: How are the 
6,000 Indians employed there? 

SHRIMATI LAKSHMI MENON: They are 
employed in the oil refineries. 

BASIC PAY OF CLASS IV   EMPLOYEES OF 
INDIAN  COFFEE  BOARD 

*145. SHRI B. V. KAKKILAYA: Will I   the 
Minister for COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY be 
pleased to state: 

(a) whether it is a fact that the minimum 
basic pay of the class IV employees of the 
Indian Coffee Board is Rs.  10 per month; 


